


Where to stay in Europe: 
The most beautiful new hotels for a perfect

summer holiday

Whether you’re craving snow-capped peaks or
a relaxing stay on the sun-drenched coast,
here are the most beautiful and best new
hotels to stay at in Europe for a refreshing
summer holiday

Europe always has something to offer, whether
you’re planning a winter getaway or a summer
escape. With its diverse countries, cultures and
traditions, every visit is a chance to be pleasantly
surprised by the distinct and fascinating worlds it
holds.

If your next trip involves exploring the sleek design
of Northern European countries, diving into the
rich heritage of Portuguese ceramics, savouring
the timeless beauty of Rome, or relishing the
elegance of Paris, here’s a curated list of new
places worthy of their respective locations.

Each of these hotels and accommodations
provides a comfortable environment in which you
can unwind and appreciate the beauty of every
detail, and be exposed to various styles and
cultures.
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Hotel Sanders is a sophisticated sanctuary that
stands in Copenhagen’s historical centre, a leisurely
stroll from the bustling Nyhavn Canal. In proximity
to iconic landmarks such as Amalienborg Palace,
the Royal Theatre and the charming Christiansborg
Palace, this boutique hotel comprises 54 luxurious
rooms. It stands as the ultimate base for immersing
oneself in the nuances of Nordic design, and a
minimalistic yet refined aesthetic.

The artistry lies in the details, from the meticulously
curated interior décor of the rooms to the allure of
the Tata cocktail bar and Sanders Kitchen. Here,
guests can savour cuisines that mirror Sanders’
international mindset, with a mix of classic, healthy
and utterly delectable dishes. The hotel successfully
encapsulates the essence of Copenhagen’s charm
and style, crafting every element thoughtfully to
make sure guests enjoy a memorable stay.

Hotel Sanders in
Copenhagen, Denmark
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